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About This Content

Animals Book

This Animal themed book unlocks 20 additional levels for Coloring Pixels! Inspired by animals in all shapes and sizes covering
adorable puppies and rabbits to woolly mammoths and dragons.

Contents

The Animal book unlocks the following images:

Old Dog - 20x17

Puppy - 29x25
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Bunny - 31x47

Camel - 44x46

Eagle - 45x26

Snail - 48x26

Dragon - 48x48

Cat - 50x48

Mammoth - 54x35

King Penguin - 55x57

Seagull - 59x44

Bear - 60x60

Tough Cat - 74x74

Butterfly - 74x60

Cats and Dogs - 100x102

Octopus - 119x105

Geese - 220x152

Snow Leopard - 252x183

Clown Fish - 300x180

Safari - 300x200
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Title: Coloring Pixels - Animals Pack
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
ToastieLabs
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX960

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated sound

English
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Great couch coop fun.. Game is fairly fun and different. I like the combination of casual farming, with TPS action. However, it
gets too hard too fast, and is therefore not really that great.. Falling through floors sim..... So much needs fixing and so little has
been done. It is a neat little arcade racing game, though it could last a tad bit little longer. The visuals are pretty to look at and
the music is pretty catchy. I would recommend checking it out.. So, The Watchmaker has been so far a pretty good game. The
controls are quite simple, but the combination you may achieve with them can be really fun! Somehow it reminded me of the
Portal (1 and 2) series but with a steampunk environment.
The 90-year-old-death makes the game very interesting. You not only have to solve very creative puzzles, but also you have to
quick on your solutions. The first 5 minutes can be a bit frustrating while you adapt and learn about the world and environment,
but after you learn the basics, it just go directly to puzzle solving.
If you like difficult and fun puzzle games, definitely you should try this one!
. Great Addition to the game! This DLC adds many new enemies, and contracts for your mercenary band to encounter. The gear
customization adds a bit of flavour to your company, and the added ambitions adds a bit to your choices on how to build up your
company. Great addition to those looking to spice up their next Battle Brothers campaign!. I wish it was longer, but enjoyed
every minute of it all the same.. this game is poor for two reasons, censorship and gameplay.

Censorship: this is a bad game to bring to the US, the subject matter that got it it's M17 is that it's underaged anime girls getting
sexually punished, something that no amount of censorship was going to prevent it's rating. the censorship that got added,
honestly just made it worse, adding a slow reveal to a PG13 picture, which has a SOLID pink cloud hanging in such a way that
you don't realize the picture isn't as bad as it looks the worst picture has a cloud situated perfectly on top of the girls undies
while she's in a position that you can see up her skirt, leaving you to wonder, was the original picture of a bald beaver? all of this
could of been easily overlooked if it wasn't for.....

Gameplay: okay, so we have a dungeon crawler. that you have to unlock the attack command for each of your characters before
they can be used at all (simple enough). and you can only give one order per turn rather then one per character (okay still doable,
I'll just have to abuse AOE moves). you can't pick the move you use, instead the choices are given at random from the girls list
of known moves (REALLY?). and to aquire these moves you have to play the cringy mini games that is discussed under
"censorship".

Honestly the game concept is interesting, but I couldn't convince myself to play past the 2nd floor of the 2nd dungeon.. WTF is
this man, only on level 3 and got stuck about 10 times lol.

Reminds me of boulder dash, be noted however that some people cannot get it to work and the steam forums are dead.

Take a chance on it working and if it dont just get a refund people.
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Great VN! These sorts of games always make me question my choices.. a millionaire in 30 days.. Simple, fun, short and sweet!.
Really great story and lots of different vivid characters!. very intersting mod, pls add French army. Fun little shooter,its great if
you just what some mindless kill everything fun. It was in a bunlde so try to get a trade going for it or just wait for it to go on
sale. Its a short game about 3-5 hours total gameplay but fun.. For those wishing to play battles on a grand scale this is for you.
Play as brig,division corps or whole army!
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